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66 percent of
tickets issued
on ·Libra Drive
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Approximately 2/3 of the tickets issued
on campus in the past seven months were
distributed on Libra Drive. In that period,
29 speeding tickets and 99 moving
. violatons were handed out. The total of 128
tickets in that one area accounted for 66
percent of all tickets issued campus wide.
In recent weeks, many UCF patrol cars
have been observed in the area between the
Central Florida Research Park and the
Campus Police Department.
Libra Drive, which runs between the
Research Park and UCF, is a campus road
and is subject to traffic enforcement by
UCF police. According to Campus Police
Chief Ron Seacrsist, the department does
not specifically patrol one area. ''We use
selective enforcement,'' Seacrist said.
"The supervisors look at troubled areas
and specifically instruct officers to patrol
certain areas,'' he added.
Last week, on three separate nights
patrol cars were observed in the area after
midnight. Frequently they are staked out
Donna Calloway /Central Florido Future
in the area during peak traffic periods.
"They gave me a ticket at 2 a.m. for a
UCF police set speed traps around campus to collect those 550 m more traffic fines. Forget 53 parking
tickets, this is the real thing.
SEE POLICE PAGE 5

Texas corporation helps
fund UCF engineering chair
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

basis. If UCF can raise $600,000, the state
will contribute tbe remaining $400,000 to
reach the $1 million goal. Thus the $50,000

Rediffusion Simulations, an Arlington,
T xas-ba ed subsidiary of a British
corporation, recently pledged $50,000 to help
ndow a chair in simulation and training at
UCF.

pledged by Rediffusion corporation is an
important contribution toward the fund's
LoLal. "(The funds of) an endowed chair are
never depleted because the base money ($1
million) remains in the bank while the
interest is spenL on a particular area of
research,·· explained Schrader.

by Jackie Miltner

R diffu ion corporation produces largeflight simulators and visual simulation
sy t ms for military and civilian aircraft.

f. <."1le

"Militarily.
imulation and training
( y t ms) are applied to helicopters.
submarines. tanks and other vehicles or
machinery, (and are used) to train personnel
w: .hout using the actual, expensive items,"
id Dr. (1 orge chrader, acting associate
vie pr id nt for re earch at UCF"s College
of Engineering.
" 'imulat.ion and training research at UCF
nd ls where saves the military money
au
exp n ive. ammunition, fuel and
hiner are not used,·' Schrader said.
" i ·ilian u e for imulation and training
h
al
b n applied toward air traffic
ontrol and (th imulation) of driving a car
or tru ·k.

"Due Lo the high concentration of
simula Lion-and-training governmental
agencies and industrial organizations in this
area. the Department of Defense has declared
Central Florida a 'Center of Excellence.'
"For example, a Naval Training Systems
Center will open in the Research Park later
this year. This will be fl source of economic
development for the coinmunity, UCF, and
the Research Park because the Navy will
initiate contracts with private industry to
develop simulation," said Schrader.
"UCF is in a unique position because,
location-wise, we are in the middle of
everything. UCF also happens to be the only
university in the U.S. offering a Masters'
Degree in Simulation Systems (a discipline in
the Industrial Engineering major)," Schrader
said.
David Crane and David Shorrock, both of
Rediffusion corporation's computer -based
training division, have been named to the
ad isory board of UCF's Institute for
imulation and Training.
IST wa est.ablished three years ago by
CF to serve the needs of private industry
and g \·ernmenlal agencies.

.

.
Donna Calloway/Central Florida Future

FREEDOM
One of the greatest things about living in the '80s is
freedom of dressing.

2,The Central Florida Future, February 5, 1987
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5 Nights in Condos
4Full Days of Skiing
Ski Equipment
Lift Passes
Nightly Parties
Transportation
Departure from UCF is at 1pm on Saturday the 14, AFTER the
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Gov't. bud et c ts
may affect e rollment
by Lisa Jean Silva
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Matthew Kolusf'
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DAYTONA 24
Mechanics work feverishly on the Corvette GTP. With nine hours elapsed it retired with an
engine problem after holding on to a firm 3rd place.

College kids pay earlier
by Lisa Jean Silva
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Since Jan. 5, legislators in seven states have
proposed creative, new programs to let moms
and pops "enroll" their children in college,
years in advance.
The programs - which may be a fad among
administrators - vary in detail, but generally
let people prepay tuition for their children up
to 18 years l;>efore the kids get to college.
While as many as 60 small, private
campuses have adopted such programs since
1984, in recent weeks whole states have
moved toward applying them to vast public
college systems.
Michigan adopted a prepaid tuition plan
two months al:;o. Now Florida, Illinois,
Indiana, Maryland, Missouri, Pennsylvania
and Texas lawmakers have jumped on the
still-untested idea. As many as 35 other states
have expressed interest in it.
Yet some financial advisers are unwilling to
endorse it. Still others voice dismay about it.
They argue the programs may be risky for
students, parents and even the states that
finance them.
"Like with any investment, there is some
risk,'' said Ralph Hodel of the Illinois Board
of Higher Education, which expe~ts to adopt

a prepaid tuition plan of its own by April 1.
Here is how a state college program would
work:
Parents pay a lump sum of money - say
$5,000 - to a college fund when their child is
very young. The state treasury manages the
fund and invests the money, which earns
interest. In theory, the interest will multiply
into enough money during 15 to 28 years to
pay for tuition by the time the child gets to
college.
Parents get a guarantee they will not have
to pay more in tuition even if prices rise and
do not have to pay taxes on the interest
money their lump sum investments earn
through the years.
"It's like buying a service contract on an
appliance," explained Robert Kolt of
Michigan's Treasury Department. "You
might pay $50 today for what may be $200
worth of service in the future."
In Michigan's progra~
called
Baccaulaureate Education System Trust parents of a 5-year-old child today would pay
$3,484 to the fund. By 2005, when the child
would be a freshman, that money will have
multiplied into enough to pay tuition at one of
the state's colleges.
Kolt said the plan will help "middle-class
SEE KIDS PAGE 6

Most Americans believe
they cannot afford to go to
college without getting some
kind of financial aid, a major
education group says.
As Congress debated
cutting federal aid programs
last week, the Council for the
Advancement and Support of
Edu ca ti on released the
results of a nationwide poll
showing almost seven of
every 10 Americans think
college would be "out of
reach'' if they could not get
aid.
CASE has sponsored the
poll for several years. While
abpout the same percentage
of Americans - 68 percent said they needed aid to go to
college in 1983, an increasing
percentage this year think
college tuitions are rising so
fast that higher education is
getting "out of reach ' of
most people.
Most respondents, reports
Dr. Walt Lindenann of
Opinion Research Corp.,
which conducts the survey for
CASE, also favored more
federal aid for students from
low-income and middleincome majority that isn't
making it."
Louisiana State junior
Vivianne Berkley explained,
"I was in the Army, and they
pay me ~very month that I'm
in school. But I still need the
Pell Grant and Guaranteed
Student Loan I get.""
"It's really hard even for
residents to make it without
grants,'' Berkley added.
Hawaii Loa College junior
Gail Livoti, who describes
herself as comming from a
''middle-income'' family,
believes that without aid
there would be so many
people out of school, and I
would probably be one of
them."
CASE and others, of
course, hope the survey
results will help persuade
Congress not to pass the aid
cu ts President Reagan

requested in early January.
·Any time you have a
reputable survey - and this
group is reputable - that
demonstrates greater public
support for programs it adds
strength to those programs in
Congress," said David Evans
of the Senate education
subcommittee.
In his proposal for the
1987-8 federal budget which extends from Oct. 1,
1987 through Sept. 1988 Reagan asked Congress to cut
federal higher education
spending to $4.8 billion, down
from $8. 7 billion in fiscal
1987.
The president wants
Congress to eliminate the
College
Work-Study,
Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant, National
Direct Student Loan and
State Student Incentive
Grant programs, while
cutting funding for the
Guaranteed Student Loan
and Pell Grant programs.
"It's in the hands of
Congress, " noted Sherri
Hancock, aid director at
Central State University in
Oklahoma.
The president said aid cuts
would help reduce the federal
budget deficit.
"As a
taxpayer," Hancock said, "I
would like to see the deficit
reduced, but being an
advocate for students, I think
it is unfortunate that the
budget changes will affect
largely the middle-income
family."
Jay Larson, South Dakota
State's aid director, said he
had no such mixed feelings
about the cuts.
"It is quite imperative that
current
financial
aid
programs be maintained,'' he
asserted.
When asked what she
thought of the cuts, student
Esche speculated they
"would drastically reduce the
number of students able to
attend college. The majority
of SDSU students receive
some kind of aid."
SEE MONEY PAGE 5
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• MADD SERVICES
.
Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers offers free professional counseling and
assistance through the court
system to traffic accident
victims and their family
members. These services are
available to victims of all
type of traffic accidents.
For more information, call
422-M DD.

disease is detected in its early stages, three out of four
cases can be successfully
treated.
The screening test is
designed to detect the
disease at an early, curable
stage. The same screening
offered 18 months ago identified 29 cases of cancer.
Tests results should be
mailed to Florida Hospital
no later than March 7 in the
pre-addressed envelope provided in the kit. The test will
be evaluated and results
mailed to each participant.
The creening program is
pon ored b~ the Cancer
Center at Florida Hospital,
E kerd Drug, WCPX-TV
and the Orlando Metro Unit
of the
merican Cancer
iet .
• LEISURE CLASSES

been residents of Palm
courses in photography and
Beach County for the past
scuba as part of the Spring
two years. Only sophomore,
Leisure Class program.
junior, senior or graduate
Photography will be ofstudents who are pursuing a
fered on Tuesdays from 6
degree in a specific governp.m. to 9 p.m. starting
ment service will be conMarch 3. The class will run
sidered.
six weeks excluding Spring
Two letters of recommenBreak. The cost is $25 for
dation, an acceptable grade
students and $30 for nonpoint average, a current
students.
transcript and an applicaScuba will be held every
tion are needed to apply. The
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4
deadline is March 31. For
p.m. beginning March 7. The
more information, call Will
class will run for six weeks
Shaffner at 275-5033.
excluding Spring Break. The
cost is $60 for students and .
•HEART PROGRAM
non-students.
The Orlando Regional
Stop by the main desk at
Medical Center will rresent
the Student Center to sign
a program called ' 'Carup for these classes or call
diovascular Disease: Preven275-2633 for more information and Treatment" on Feb.
tion.
5 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the
ORMC auditorium.
•SCHOLARSHIP
The guest speaker will be
Three scholarships of
cardiologist H.E. "Gene"
2,000 each are being ofGross, M.D., who will
fered to students w.ho have

discuss hypertension, high
cholesterol, diet and exercise, cardiac risk factors,
smoking and diabetes. Admission is free. For more information, call 841-5225.

•RESPOND
RESPOND, a sexual
assault recovery service, is
offering a 40-hour volunteer
training course beginning
Feb. 17 for the Rape Crisis
Hotline.
Training will include
topics in sexual assault,
child abuse, crisis intervention counseling, and legal
and criminal justice processes.
Men and women are needed to offer support to individuals who have been victimized by sexual violence.
For more information, call
648-0959.
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"LET US ADD SOPHISTICATION TO YOUR AFFAIR"
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Over 3,000 Items
Stocked For Your Needs!
10% Discount Offer~d
to UCF Students with
Valid l.D.
If ·you need to send it or get it
CALL J & L
Western Union & UPS Available

left tail light out. 'J:hey
followed me off-campus to
give me the ticket,'' said UCF
studen L Ted Crokctt.
"Their just waiting to bust
people. They could be a little
more understanding,' he
said.
Tickets issued for moving
violations on UCF grounds
are handled by Orange
County, Seacrist said. You go
to county court if you want to
plead not-guilty. They handle
allthefinesjustlikehighway
patrol tickets.
He said generally a moving
violation is considered a
"violation where an accident
can occur.''
Violations range from
speeding to illegal passing
and dfsreguarding a traffic
control device. ' Fines vary
for different violations,''
Seacrist said. "All that's
handled by Tallahassee,'' he
added.

Florida
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Speeding tic ets given out
over a seven month period
June
July
August
li~ra September
Drive October
November
December

7
0
2
8
4
3

5

1. :KHlDUU Of flNfS

1. Pa.rkia9 riolatioM 4-i!'t •ltJ sie9'e quader

O o. Parking out of assigned creos •.......••••••.• $ 3.00

O b. Parking In H=<Sialpped Spece .. ···-········$ lO. 0
O c. Parlting wh~h Blocks Troff1c or Creates
Trottic Ho!crd tst..-ts, dr1
o cs. rte.> $10.00
O d. Overtime Perking -··-············-········ ···- .S 3 00
;iri
e. Othet' Minor Por\inp Violations ............ $ 3.00
_.AJ.<>..LA.tt/f:.1.J:1.it•. .6.1it:.tt........-········-··-~
& Regmnrtioll • ..,;cmofls clllriag any 1i119l• quarter
Al Eacn Offeme ····-·-······ ·-····················-···-···$ 5.00

!: ~. ~'::esworkiag Days· Source: UCF Pohce
Sfci'O Department

Present fines for speeding
state-wide are $50 plus $2 for
each mile an hour over the
posted limit.
"Money for tickets is
collected through the county
court," Seacrist said.
When asked if he had
specifically ordered less
patrols on Libra in the past
week, he responded, "I can't
take a position telling an·

officer not to go into a certain
area ... There never told not to
patrol Libra Drive as
heavily."
He added "If I know there's
going to be a specific function
we put out something in
writing so officers are aware
of the event."
He said it is there option to
increase patrols around such
events.

MONEY

RACE LESS

FROM PAGE 3

FROM PAGE 4

Because no one is color
blind, Fordham emphasizes
positive racial identity is
necessary.

The cuts, Esche. "would
push more students out of
school and into the job
market. The economic
ramifications of that would be
pretty obvious."
Evans says the CASE
survey may in fact "fend off"
some of the cuts, and may
even get Congress to allocate
more money to student
financial aid programs "even
though it's a year for fiscal
restraint."

Tillard calls McClain an
example of a "marginal"
person, an individual who has
lost perspective of what he or
she actually is. "It's
important to keep what you
are in the forefront."

Tillard concurred, saying a
healthy balance of integration
- ~ term he prefers to

Fordham said the black
people, especially youngsters,
need to be affirmed in their
blackness, not told they are
okay because they are
''colorless.''

HEWLETT-PACKARD
CALCULATORS
International Calculator

Is Now Meeting
ANY Discounted Price!

as a whole says it's okay for a
black person to be black.''

Get

.

.

"assimilation" - and a sense
of racial identity will be
possible "only when society
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on
CaIDgus

The Business Consultant A Whole New Idea in Calculators
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Put Your Potential into Action
with Student Government!!!
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INTERNATIONAL
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Orlando FL 898-0081

calculator
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Colleges of Arts and Sciences
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CALL

X2191

OR STOP BY SC

155 FOR

I FORMATION AND APPLICATIONS
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and keep the profits it earned in he :ear
since, or let the student u e the guarantee for
another school.
Some financial aid administrators,
including Katherine H. Hanson of the
Consortium on Financing Higher Education,
worry families will overburden themselves
making lump-sum payments, and that the
programs could force students to forfeit
financial aid later.
Harry Sladich of Gonzaga University in
Spokane, Washington, does not think
anyone would have to forfeit aid, but worries
about "the pressure on the admissions office
down the road" to admit prepaid but
borderline students.
Critics also point out college programs can
deteriorate through time, meaning parents
who thought they were paying for a good
liberal arts education program might find a
shoddy one 18 years later.

FROM PAGE 3

and lower-income workers," even if they have
to borrow the money to pay now.
But there are risks.
Deanna Malone of Merrill Lynch
Corporation is not sure it is a good
investment. Her brokers, she said, ''might say
'No way. Why should you pay tuition when 10
or 15 years down the road your kid might
decide not to go to college?' "
The Internal Revenue Service, moreover,
has not approved the plan yet. If it does not,
parents would have to pay federal taxes on
the difference between the money they
originally invested and the higher amount of
tuition it eventually would buy.
Colleges, too, do not absolutely guarantee
they will admit the students later. If they do
not, they would refund the original amount

THE
DIFFERENCE
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DEATH •••

Why be careful with fire
in the forest?
Pick a reason.

--
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Your One Stop
Personal Secretaries
In Your Own Back Yard
Support S~rvices include:
A Professional, Efficient Staff
Word Processing Centers * ·
24-Hour Telephone Dictation *
Professional Resumes *
Term Papers & Theses *
Technical, Legal & General Secretaries •
Experienced In Working with U.C.F.
Students, Faculty & Staff
• Photocopying & Fascimile *
• Airline Ticket Disbursement Center
for A.W.O.L. Travel, Inc.
You only pay for your airfare!
There are NO AGENCY COSTS to you!
Call For Details.
• "SPECIAL" UCF DISCOUNTS WITH VALID I.D.
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•
•
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•
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Research Pavilion,
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Fast, Courteous Service • Flat Repairs
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation

Alafaya Village

~

Shopping Center

Thanks for Making Our Address
$
Y·o ur A ddress ...

•

Thank Yau! ROBERT'S ICE CREAM (Handmade on the
premises); I & M VIDEO (Exciting Hollywood selection);
HUNGRY HOWIE'S PIZZA (The new habit-forming - - Coming
Soon); STYLES OF THE TIMES (The new hairstyle with the
personal touch); ALAF A YA CLEANERS (Quick and efficient
service); TIEN GARDENS CHINESE RESTAURANT (Affordable gourmet luches and dinners); CRACKER-BARREL
STORES (Country-style eating - - Coming soon); DR. GEORGE
ALAN YARKO D.D.S. (The latest in modern, professional dentistry); HOLIDAY INN (Showroom and pre-opening office);
CHAIR IN THE SUN (Discriminating gifts and cards - - Coming
soon); KID'S PLACE PLUS (Children's clothing, gifts, toys,
sneakers, surfboards and skateboards - - Coming soon).

LONDON ENGINEERING
lNTERNSHIP PROGRAM
•Two-month unpaid internships in most engineering fields.
• 16 semester hour credits in Differential Equations or
~
Multivariate Calculus, plus Art, Economics & Literature~
• Apartments in Central London
• Offered fall, spring and summer semesters.
• Recommended for freshmen and so o ores.
Alafaya Village
ShoppiJ).g Ceo ter
is located at the
cornel' of Highway 50
EaHt and Alafaya Trail
near UCF, Central Florida
Research Park, Martin
Marietta & Westinghouse

BOSTON U VERSITY

Please send ·

· on the London~·

e · g Interns

Program:

A

AOORESS~~~~~~~~~~~~CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _____:
SCHOOL
• 143 &y State Rd., Boslon
0221 s 617) 353-98a8

----------
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For leasing iuformatiou
on joining us at Alafaya
Village Shopping Center
call Van Fulton at (305)
281-8229 Ol' :write
Alafaya Aasociates,
11602 East COlofilal ·ve,
Or
o, L 32817.
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Opinion~c-~~~~~~~~~
Philippine islands
are heading
towards success
The current Filipino government under
President Corazon Aquino has taken some big
steps in solidifying the instable political system in
the Philippines. However, more steps of
solidification must be forthcoming if the islands
are to continue in the right direction.
The biggest boost for the Aquino government
came earlier this week, when over 80 percent of the
island's residents voted for a new constitution.
This constitution gives Aquino the legal right to
run the governmen L of the Philippines This was a
positive vote for a government weak in such
regards.
Aquino took over the government when the
natives tired of continued corruption and violence
by former president Ferdinand Marcos. They
over:threw the Marcos government, yet Aquino's
hold on the government before the constitutional
vote had been a weak one, especially with Marcos
hinting he will return at any moment.
Now Aquino has a stronger foothold, but she
also has her work cut out for her. She must first
solidify a military system that is decidely against
her. Initial reports from the island had the military
rejecting Aquino's new constitution by a large
margin. Aquino could not withstand a unified
military coup, so she must quickly weed out
resistance in the armed forces. Otherwise, her reign
may not last long.
Provided Aquino can dodge military nonsupport, her main concerns revolve around the
economy of the islands.
Foreign aid is flowing from the United States
once again, because the U.S. sees strategic
importance in the islands. Also, the threat of
communist rebels in the area have hurried U.S.
support. Yet, during the Marcos reign, numerous
corporations went bankrupt, and productivity was
at a serious low point. 'Aquino knows this will take
some time, but she must be willing to spend the
time to bring the island's productivity back up to a
satisfactory plateau.
And what of the United States? Besides foreign
aid, what is its role in the Phillippine Island affair?
Once again, the U. S realizes the strategic
military importance of the Pacific islands.
Therefore, they will continue to stand by and give
support to the present government. In some ways,
they will be one of the boards propping up the
Aquino government. Their support could be called
a stability factor.
The U.S. also sees a country slowly moving from
a dictatorship to a democracy. Such an ally is
important, and the U.S can take on a 'big brother"
role in aiding the formation and implementation of
a democratic political system there. The vote on
the constitution was the Philippines' first step
towards a truly democratic society.
The Philippines are on their way to a successful
turnaround. The next year will tell the whole tale.
If the Aquino government can survive and turn
things around economically, then the turnaround
in the Pacific will be grand indeed.
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Ball visits ·oviedo'S hot dog .ffian
Stooping beneath an umbrella, Andrew Gainey
plucks a hot dog from inside his silver wagon and
drops it into a bun. Unable to bend over because of
his ailing back, he asks his daughter to hand him a
can of soda from a nearby cooler.
Gainey delivers the hot dog and soda to a
customer seated in a truck a few feet away, trying
to straighten his old back while he walks.
"Shopping center's going up pretty fast," he says
to the customer, nodding across the street where a
supermarket is under construction. "They put up a
whole wall since this morning.'' The customer nods,
the two talk a moment and then say goodbye.
. Gainey returns to the silver wagon and sits on his
.stool, making sure the umbrella does not keep the
sun from reaching his stubbly face. "I like the
sun," he says. "It feels good."
Gainey was born in Oviedo 57 years ago but
spent much of his life in New York. Two years ago
he came back home to the house his father built on
SR 434, his body worn out after years as a
construction worker.
"I came back at the right time. Florida's
booming - just like New York used to be
booming.''
Now Gainey sits on the stool next to the silver
wagon in his front yard and watches the
construction workers across the street. What he is
able to see through his cataract-covered eyes, he
likes. ''All this building is good for Oviedo,'' he
says. "It's sure ~~nna help my business."
,

Gainey wants his home to retain its small-town
personality.
"There's not too much unusual that happens in
Oviedo. All you do out here is listen to the crickets
and the dogs and watch the cars go by. You don't
have to worry about getting robbed. Yep, this is
one good little town."
Gainey gets satisfaction from running his hot
dog business, especially since he can no longer
work as he did when he was younger. "It's better
than working for somebody else," he says. "And
every day is payday. That's what I like about it."
He directs his eyes to the other side of the road
again. Watching his hometown grow, he says, is
another benefit to working the hot dog stand.
"Those boys working across the street - they
come over for lunch sometimes, but not everyday.
Nobody wants to eat hot dogs everyday."
Another customer pulls up and Gainey is already
at work, pulling a hot dog from its berth and
dabbing on some brown mustard. He wraps the hot
dog and delivers it to his customer.
"Shopping center's going up pretty fast ... "

f

The honest police department?
The ever-so-honest police
department is back in the news
again. They ve claimed time and
again that they do not set speed
traps on the road leading out of
UCF towards Research Park. You
know the road, it 's the one
everyone likes to do 50 mph on
because it is a fun stretch to
drive. Well, the police department
says they don t hide police cars in
the area to catch speedy UCF
students.
Well Chief Seacrist, what was
that police car doing out there
around 11 a.m. Tuesday? You
know, the one out by the softball
fields. Funny thing, but if a driver
were to, say be coming in to
campu from the Research Park
area. he wouldn't be able to see
the police car until he was r·ght
on too of it. Amazing.
Be forewarned, UCF students.
The police are ou there in the
bu he
omewhere. Don
be
urpri ed if the_• catch ou in the
of peeding.

Stars and Stripes
How sweet it is. Stars and
StripeE:i, thP American entry into
the America's Cup yacht race,
swept the Aussies 4-0 in the
championship round to bring the
cup back to America. People were
really partying at the San DiegoYacht club sponsor of Stars and
Stripes.
America, locked int,o a
"downer" movement with
Iranscam, racial incidents, an<l
similar such happenings, needed a
boost- like this. Congrats to
kipper Dennis Conner for
providing the boo t.
'tuden Government
Relax, gang, I'm not picking on
. ou (yet. I ju t want o le all of
you government people know tha

yes, we did make an error in the
Student Government report for
the issue of Jan. 27. And yes, we
did run the correction in the Feb.
3 issue.
And believe it or not, we did not
try and deliberately run the
correction lighter so that no one
could see it. Hey, we admit our
errors. Ask Mike McCollister,
who did the original error and the
correction. You did it right, didn't
you Mike. Mike? Mike?
By the way, you wimps, be
ready. Soon the challenge will be
coming from the Future offices
for the annual softball game.
Congress
Wow, the U.S. Congress is
really moving like a soap opern
\\'ill the House pass the 65 mph
speed limit for deserted stretches
of roadway? Will the Hou e
r fute their salary raises that
enate has already voted down?
Or will they continue to refu e to
o eon the i sue, thereby making
h rai e automatic?
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ACROSS
1 Abstain from
6 Steeple
11 Sever
13 Went by water
14 Negative prefix
15 One skilled in
dissection
17 Chinese distance measure
18 Time gone by
20 Shatter
21 A month: abbr.
22 Back of neck
24 Pose for portrait
25 Female relative
26 Rockfish
<:8 Rue
~10 Metal fastener
3:2 Clayey earth
33 Stretcher
35 Proceeds
37 Part of skeleton
38 Precious stone
40 Singing bird
42 Piece of cut
timber
43 Buffalo

45 Diocese
46 During the
period of
47 Kind of race
horse
49 Hebrew let1er
50 Hold back
52 Put away for
safekeeping
54 Roman official
55 Sows

DOWN
1 Chinese or
Japanese
2 Coarse
3 Running
4 Mountain on
Crete
5 Lairs
6 Band worn
around waist
7 Hole
8 Negative prefix
9 Soften in
temper
10 Decree
12 Male sheep: pl.
13 Method
16 Den

19 Unlocking
21 Swordsmen
23 Growing out of
25 Dart
27 River island
29 Prevent from
free speech
31 Vast throng
33 Pillaged
34 Remainder
36 Leaked'through
37 Cutting edge
39 Witty remarks
41 Wants
43 Kind of cheese
44 Seines
47 Hindu cymbals
48 Fish eggs
51 Agave plant
53 Concerning

by Michael Fry
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United Parcel Service
Part-Time Positions Avai·l able
United Parcel Service will be·
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.
Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.
·

I

·~

u s
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C1a&Sified
GREEK CORNER
Phi Delta Theta
Congratulations to our new olfieers SomPres, Brion-VP, Steve-Sec, Jolm.Tres, BobRush. Tlm-Soclol, M1e-Worden. Any interested students_ our meetings ore 8pm
Sun. In SC 217
Della Tau Della
Thanks to our little sisters for the brief encounter! We had a btastl We had no idea
tha t it was on ovemi<;lhl d eal! To wear boxer
shorts on the outside is sorta hip, isn't it?
Alpha Tau Omega
Conclave weekend! Have a great time in
Ga inesville this weekend. Soccer games
next week Tues at 5:0 0 8t Thur a t 5:_00.
Don't miss the white tea formal Feb 13.

Rmmt for 3 bdrm 2 b h hOme s country
w oke S200 Leave message 957-3090
Male roammote to share 2bdrm, 2bolh 1
mile from UCF. Sl21.25 & utilities Coll
281 -1462.
Cruluota-15 uncongested m1rutes from
UCF Female roommate needed to share
home with mole and female Own room.
microwave. washer dryer S150 ma & 1>, c a ll
365-9970. Ask for Ken
Roommate needed to sh::ire a 3 bedroom
opt Y, of utilities & S150 rent. Must be clean
& responsible
Location: across from campus In lakeside
Apts. coll 277-0535

Omicron Delta Epsilon
The Economics Honors Society open to all
students with an interest In Economics. For
more inlormolion call Rob Alexander at the
Economics department 275-2465.

MALE ROOMMATE to share 3brm 2bth home
w/same. S200 mnth & Y, utilities call Bob
699-6586.

UCF Roleplaying Club
Now meeting in rm 104 of Phillips Hall every
Fri. a t 7:30 pm.
Watch this space for info. on the AD&D Tournament on Morch 7th.

Male roomale needed to shore apt in
Chancellors Row spilt ulilllles, rent and
deposit move in immediately. Call and
leave message for Alan at 894-221B

Duplexes for Rent. 3 & 2 bedroom 2 bath all
oppliconces including washer and dryer
and all blinds. Sherwood Forest off Alafayo.
275-9100.

Female roommte wanted. Own bdrm &
both 5160/mo 657-145B or 678-8956
Male roommate wanted lo sore o 2 bdrm
apt across from UCF: Univ Apts 12001 Solon
Dr 1202. S116 & Y, electricity. Stop by or coll
345-9350

3 bdrm 2 bath polio home, Oviedo 6 mo
lease, Kids OK, r~uced rent S500/mo,
365-1191 eve

Partially furnished 2 bedrooms air 400 per
mo Iese to Jun Sep or year. All appliances
personal washer dryer 6 blocks UCF 35B2
Khayyam B62-6509
Patio home for rent 2 bdrm 2 bath close lo
UCF Pool call 273-IB21

• One mile from UCF Campus •
All types ol student documents Same day
se1V1ce available IBM letter Quo11ty WOid
processing
Fast • Prolessionol • Accu1ote
WOROMASTERS 277 -9600

--------------Excellent typlng'Word processing, Edit ing.

Ca shier - Expeuence preferred, I 0 key
c a lculator & typing l'telpful. Evenings and
weekends. 54.00 per hour Call Koren
McBrlen 291 -1604 at Recreational Factory
Warehouse

Theses 273-7591
FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional Services . All work
prepared on commercial word processors
for error free neatness. We use IBM EQUIP·
ment letter quality printer not dot matrix
Free rough drolls and revisions. Some doy,
weekend and overnioht service ovallable
Over 14,500 sallslled students. Coll
671 -3007.

Full time bookkeeper for east Orlando insurance ag ency. Bookkeeping experience
required, computer experience helpful Call
282-4444 2-5pm Ask for Mrs. Barr.
looking for 1-2 ba1lplayers who are very
serious about wonting lo p lay baseball for
UCF lhls fall (try out) Must be very
dedicated a nd willing to start working out
ASAP Coll Troe a t 65B-0 707

Dod Systems 30 band equalizer perfect for
systems or stereos coil 677-A797 Bart
130 .00

Resumes and cover letters
Deslgned/revtsedltyped - 657-0079
Typing -· Don't sacrince the personal louchl
21 yrs experience. Perfection my specialty
theses expert coll Susie 273-2300 days
64 7-4451 eves

Villa for sale 2bdrm 2both, g arage, screen
rm a ssummobleS54000 273-4447
Typewriter electric , correction key $75. Coll
Ann 275-B919.

**

Walerbed Queen size mattress for sole 525.
Call 67 1-7293
For sole Bl Mazda GLC 5 speed hatch back
Sl ,5000 or best offer 365-1154 ofter 5:00
p.m.

Typing wonted . Low rotes and fast service.
Pick-up and delivery ovoilble. Coll WunderWords at 677-6920 or 646-6207 (ask for
Dione)

. ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, pregnancy tests and counselling. VD
screening, low costs, confidential services
and general anesthesia. B9B-0921
Central Florido Women's
Health Organization

1970 240Z ac stereo exc cond very stron ,
many new parts 52.750 273-6623

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15,278 Available!
Catalog S2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
N206X, Los Angeles 90025. TOLL-FREE HOT
LINE: B00-351 -0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or
COD.

Moss Pointe 3bedroom,
bath contem porary plan with eat-in kitchen and
spacious living area spectacular SPA in
Atrium off master suite $72,9000 Cail Gail
Crayton Realtor/Assoc 774-0872 JUDITH
HALL REALTY ERA 629-2520

Reward S50 for gold brocelel : approx. W'
wide with florentlne finish and zig -zag
design with safety clasp. If found . please
c all 656-7649 after 6 p .m.

------------

c

Financial aid lor college is ovailbale RE SUL TS
GUARANTEED! Cail J-BOO-USA-1221 ext
0627

5 months wllh you ore jusl loo few. lei's go
for 6. Love you always,

New bond in town-announcing "Times
Squore"-Hire this talented bond for your
party, wedding, or night club!! All types of
music for all occasions call Nicholas648-575B.

Country Place lmmocuolte and Charming,
this 3bedroom, 2 both home has vaulted
ceilings, fans, large deck and fenced yard
perfect family neighborhood 574,900
Coll Gail Crayton Realtor/Associate
774-0B72
JUDITH HALL REALTY ERA 629-2520

Grandmom-Thcmks for a very special birthday weekend! I will always remember Ill
Glad the "big move" worked out for you!
Want to go to Wendy's??
Love,
The Youngster

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Scholarships, grants, aid available for college, graduate school. Let our computer
match you with oidl
Scholarship
matching
center .
1-BOO-USA-1221, ext. 6132.

B4 Ford LTD, 4dr, 4cyl, clean and loaded,
asking S4640 coll 273-8128

*

COMPUTER WORD PROCESSING •
Student papers, resumes, sp read sheets. llr
quality print. Free revisions. I 0 % stud ent discount. 658-1481

STUDENT LQANS TO $7500 273-3263 All
Ages. No Credit. Insured Pion.

Golden Rod Villas condo large llvlngroom,
dining area with-vaulted ceilings. This opens
to a screened porch with spa. Community
pool & clubhouse low maintenance fee
562,750

Female roommate. wanted 2bdrm !both
private rm (non-smoker) $140/mo. & y,
utilities 65B-6274 after 2pm.

Roommate wanted lo shore new duplex
located off Deon Road.
Must be non-smoker, clean and depen.
doble! Great location ... Privacy
ouoranleedl
$240 plus Yi utilities. Deposit Is negotiable!
Coll Shelia after 5:00 pm at 657-5337

3 bdrms 2 balh villa Sherwood Fore st ', mile
UCF miciowove dishwasher washer 'dryer
a la rm system 3-sludent al 5192 •mo
4-sludenl 51 44 658-431 0

'BO Suzuki G5850G 24000 original ml
garage kep t. New tires & battery veller fairing & trunk Cyc le Sound 273-3302 a f1 er 6
pm 1600.00 firm-

College Democrats
Membership is open l o all students.
Meetings a re held every Tue. in Student
Center Roam 217 al 6pm. Need more info,
p lease leave me ssage on recorder by calling 275-4394.

PROFESSIO Al TYPI G

Retail Sales
Recreal1onal Factor
Warehouse, The South's largest specialtty
relailer of SWtmtnlnQ pools. spas, and
related products is no f , 1ng IUll and port
hme sales poslhons !Of our O..londo s!Ofe
No prior experience necessary Ideal for
students. Flexible hours a oilable days.
nights, and weekends Average pay S5.00
per hour. Coll Mr Martin at 291-1603 .

Large duplex 2 bed 2 bath eat In kitchen
wosh 'dry hook up range oven refrigerator
garbage d1sp central heal and air coll
831-6723 near UCF

Female roommate needed to shore
bedroom apt Sl90 / Y, utilities, security.
Melbourne area 254-2349

Della Sigma Pl
Congra tula tions p ledges! We are looklng
forward to an exciting term. Look here for
upcoming events a nd more.
Della Tau Della
The Dells hold rush an entire 365 days a
yearl If interested in a challenging and exc iting college Ille , slop by our weekly
meetings! Every Wed. at 7:30 in SC Rm 211.

re fOf rent in Fox
2-bdrm. 2-ba h to
Hunt Lones Fenced yard on water ce1hng
rans, etc 5450 pee mon h plus deposit,
Month-to-month lease ophon. 282· 1094 01
1351-2265

Someone proficient in English and French lo
translate a biography of animator Tex Avery
from French Into English. Fee negotiable.
Call 671-7160 before 9 p.m.

~----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Subscription Form

Subscribe Now!

Name and address:

To The C~entral Florida Future
New discounted rates!
New Rates
Full Year: $16.00 (Save $3.00)
Fall Semester: $6.00
Spring Semester: $8.00
Summer Semester: $5.00

Send to:

Full Year ($16.00)
Fall Semester ($6.00)
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·
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TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAKI
·Tan the WOLFF SYSTEM Way! . I
Where The Sun Always Shines/
TANNING SALON

Distributors of Wolff Sun System
• Keep a Dark. Rich Tan All Yt>ar
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fe. , o

1

$24.95
lOo/o Discount with
U.C.F. 1.D.
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PORTS BRIEFS
1 he UCF golf team has done what no other
Knight golf team has ever accomplished.
.Jody Hrkach .•John O'Leay, Joe Regner, Par
ordstr<>m, and .Jeff Bogan combined scores
and finished with an overall third place in a recen lournament. UCF competed in the
University of Tampa Invitational in a 24 team
fi ld. Firu hing above UCF was Brevard Community College (892) and the University of
Tampa (894).
The tournament was played on a par 72
course. Each team consisted of four members
who played three rounds. As a team, UCF
hot the lowest score after the first round
296. The Knights combined for totals of 312 in
the second and 309 in the third and totaled for
917.
Indivually, Jeff Leonard of Tampa led the
field with scores of 76, 66, and 70. Regner of
UCF finished close behind, (tied for seventh),
with a tournament total of 225. Incidently,
Regner occupied the fourth place slot after the
first round.
Bogan also fared above average indivually.
Kathy Johnson/Central Florido Future
He shot 75, 77 and 76 for a total of 228. Bogan
Danger zone
finished seventeenth in the 96 man field .
... Here's a Recreational Services update:
Sign ups for Disc Golf (handicap) are vast Lambda Chi Alpha soccer player Greg Smart tries to boot the ball from the ATO's goalie's grip. The intramural
approaching. The entry date for the tourna- game ended in a 3-3 deadlock.
ment is Wednesday, February 11.

Ladies to trackBears, Panthers
by Chad Salinas
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

•
...

The Lady Knights (2-16) will be on the road
this week looking for their first win this
season in the New South Women's Athletic
Conference.
UCF, 0-4 in the NSW AC, are traveling to
Macon, Ga., on Friday and to Atlanta on
Saturday .
Friday they will face Mercer, who is also
winless in the conference. They do boast,
however, Caroline Nicholson, who could be the
top all-around player in the NSW AC.
Nicholson is averaging 19.9 Ooints, six
assists and four steals per game.
UCF' s problem will be two-fold: stopping
Nicholson, and dealing with the crowd.
The Teddy Bears are averaging 695 people
for each outing, which is more than five times
the average crowd at UCF.
Last season, the two teams split, with each
Looking up
squad
winning
the
home
date.
Saturday will be the second meeting
Actually, the UCF men's basketball team was feeling down
between the Lady Knights and the Lady
after their one point loss to Armstong State Monday night.
Panthers.
GSU won the first encounter by 17 points,

91-74.
Leading the GSU squad will be Angela
Jenkins and Vicki Grant. Jenkins is averaging
over 17 points, 10 rebounds and 1.6 blocks a
game.
Grant has been contributing almost 16
points, 1O rebounds and nearly two blocked
shots per outing.
The Lady Panthers squad beat Tulane early
in the season, 82-78. That is the same TU
squad that scored 117 points, and beat UCF
by 26.
Historically, things do not go well for the
ladies away from home. Since Lady Knight
coach Nancy Little has been at the helm
(1985-87), UCF is 2-16 on the road. The two
wins came at neutral sites, and both were
against Stetson.
Included in the total is a five-point loss to
Mercer.
The last time the Lady Knights won on the
road was March 6 at the NSW AC tournament
in Tallahassee. They defeated stetson by six
points, 74-68.
Leading the Lady Knights are DeAnn
Craft, Fayetta Robinson and Julie Cardinale.
Craft is still averaging over 22 points per
game, and has over three assists· per game.

UCF smashes UT;
sweep all singles
by Chad Salinas
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Knights' tennis
became the first
women's program at UCF to
win ince Jan. 2, when they
defeated Tampa on Tuesday.
UCF won all six singles
matche , and won two-oft h ree in the doubles
comp ti ti on.
In number one singles, Eda
ul defeated Lady Spartan
Kathy Harvey 6-2 and 6-1.
Kathy Pell also won in
traight e
by defeating
Kathy ri man, 6-1 and 6-1.
Julie Fi her won her forth
match of the vear when sh
de tr y d Kim, Patt rson, 6-1
and 6-0.
Tra
'illiam
lruggled.
but h Id on to edge bb.'
ffr ... 6- ... 5-7 and 6-2.
t am

Ede Dulce also won her
third match of the season by
beating Ema Garon, 6-2 and
6-2.
Heth Diggs defeated
Jennifer Ward in the final
singles match, 7-5 and 7-5.
In doubles action, the Dulce
sisters won their second
match
by
defeating
Crissman/Ward, 6-1 and 6-0.
Th
Pell/Fisher
combination also won their
, econd, as they breezed by
Harve /Patterson, 6-0 and
6-0.

The Lady Knights hit the
: urts once again next
Thursday when they host
Hill borough Community
College. Match Lime is set for
2:00 p.m .. 1t will be the last
match in the month of
Februar for UCF.
·

Kathy Johnson/Central Florida Future

The Lady Knights tennis team swept the court in all six singtes matches against the University
of Tampa Tuesday afternoon. UCF will play again one week from today at 2:00 p.m ..

The Great Experiment i
A great disaster could occur
over:
The one-year i..est of the
in the athletic department
instant
replay call ha ended
soon if it is not headed off
with last month's uper Bowl
quickly.
match. In March, National
Jim Rudy, UCF's most
Football
League team owners
successful coach, is a finalist
will decide whether to make it
for Lhe head coaching job at
a perman nt part of the game.
South Florida.
Their call should b : Keep
It would be a shame if he
the
replays.
was to leave UCF. The reason
The time has come to
being that Jim Rudy is UCF
applaud the NFL for taking a
soccer.
bold
step forward. Rather
Along with assistant coach
than bury its' head in the
Bill Barker, Rudy has put
sand, the NFL has merely
together quality teams year
combined
common sense and
in and year out. He originated
television technology into
both the men's and women's
Sunday reality. As far as the
soccer programs. On a budget
critics
are concerned, shame
resembling a shoestring,
on you; you should all be
Rudy has put quality teams
penalized 15 yards for
on the field.
unsportsmanlike
conduct!
He probably bleeds black
Lets'
be
honest.
In past
and gold. That was no more
years, how many times have
evident than last year. Faced
you screamed at your
with a budget far below his
television set, claiming that
needs, Rudy turned into a
your team was robbed on a
hustler,
rounding
up
big play simply because the
promotions and events so
referee just happened to be
that his teams could travel far
out of position? How do you
and play some of the best
feel
when the networks'
college soccer squads in the
instant
replay of that
country. Long nights were
controversial call proved that
spent organizing events.
you were right and, in fact the
Rudv was a tireless worker.
ref was indeed wrong?
His reward? The NCAA,
Lets' also point out that
continuing a policy of
national
polls--CBS, ESPN,
ignoring quality UCF teams,
N.Y.
Times
etc.-- have
failed to grant a bid to the
overwhelmingly proven that
NCAA tournament for either
Molli (>W l(o us
' I ·'
not only did .football fans
of the soccer teams.
want the instant replay rule,
It has to be frustrating for
but
even more importantly,
Rudy. The budget just isn't
they still want it.
there. It's no secret that he
You see, pro football is a big
and Director of Athletics
business,
and in the American
Gene McDowell don't'always
way of doing business, the
see eye to eye. He's had his
customer-fan is always right.
teams ignored by the NCAA
0.K. I'll admit it. There
despite the fact they are
Jay Bergman
were a few technical mix ups
better than some of the teams
this past season with the "eye
that earn berths.
The Central Florida Future sports staff has chosen Coach Bergman-2- as this week's
"in
the sky." But by and arge
No, its not always been
Knight of the Day in anticipation of another successful base.ball season. Last ye~r.
the implementing of the
easy for Rudy. Yet, for him to
Bergman guided his Knights to a record-breaking 28 game win streak and a 46 win
instant replay official was a
leave UCF would mean that
season.
brilliant move by the NFL. If
UCF soccer would be in dire
only the USFL had been able
straits. Someone, of course,
to copyright the idea, it would
could fill Rudy's position, but
probably
still be in business.
no one could fill his shoes.
"But
theres too muclr
McDowell claims that UCF
technology m the game"
would like to keep Jim Rudy.
will not'be easy, especially with the Knights' insist the so-called football
McD Pell should put his by Paul Owers
new and improved schedule. UCF will play 50 purists. Really? Are these the
CENTRAL
FLORIDA
FUTURE
money where his mouth is
Division
I games this season in an effort to same football traditionalists
and do whatever it reasonably
improve
their
·chances of postseason play.
who now watch non-stop
takes to keep Rudy at Central
The UCF Baseball team could sell Buicks
The Knights will look for their first victory football all weekend long
Florida.
to Lee lacocca. These guys could turn
in a season-opening game against West thanks to the latest
F r our ake, let's hope that
corduroy
smooth.
They
could
talk
fuzz
on
a
Florida Friday at the UCF Baseball Complex. breakthroughs in cable and
Rudy does stay at UCF. The
bowling
ball.
Watch
them
sell
snow
shoes
to
a
The
action starts at 2:00 p.m.
satellite
television
Knights athletic department
Polynesian.
The Argonauts are led by a trio of transmission?
would be so much poorer if he
Rhetoric reveals itself rather easily with
returnees. Second baseman Alan Hutto was
Well, I have a favor to ask
left.
this
bunch.
Given
the
chance,
they
would
an
All-Conference selection last year by you. You be the one who
Stan Haithcock
offer their views on anything from baseball to
batting .335 with 34 stolen bases and 20 explains to the NFL coach
A letter in last Thursday s
bullfrogs,
and
then
some.
RBI's. Shortstop Jeff Ishee hit .297 with 30 who loses the big game of the
issue appeared about Stan
Mention
last
year's
28-game
winning
stolen
bases and 24 RBis.while year-and possibly his job,
Haithcock. I'd like to respond
pitcher/centerfielder Randy Ward compiled a because a ref missed the key
to it with a view of someone streak and casually they are unconcerned.
Yesterday's news, they say.
4-1 record and 3. 29 earned run average on the call late in the fourth quarter.
who has seen most of the
It
all
started
innocently
enough
last
March
mound, and a .324 batting average at the
Knights home games this
Look at it this way:
2 when UCF whipped Villanova, 9-4. It did
plate.
season.
Armchair quarterbacks who
not end until March 29 when Southern
West Florida, like UCF, is solid defensively watch from their own living
Haithcock is valuable to
Illinois-Edwardsville
edged
the
Knights,
8-7.
and
at the plate, but the pitching staff must
UCF as a starter. He works
rooms have been blessed with
In
the
process,
UCF
broke
Miami's
state
have
a good year for the team to be 20-20 vision for years, and
well with the other four
successful. Coach Jim Spooner is confident in
starters. In the Knights two- record of 26 straight victories, but fell six
nobody ever disputes their
short
of
the
national
mark
of
34 in-a-row set
his team, but is concerned about its accuracy after the fact. So
post offense
Stan is
weaknesses.
important, along with guards by the University of Texas in 1977. Durin~
when it comes to the instant
the streak, if the Knights had played their
"Defensively, we're fine-that's one of our
Bryant Woodford and
replay all Commissioner Pete
games back-to-back consecutively, they
strengths," said Spooner. "We should score
Faronte Roberson for outside
Rozelle and the FL owners
·ould have won every day for four weeks.
some runs, but the pitching staff is a
have done is simply brought
shooting which opens up the
··we haven't even mentioned the streak."
question mark.''
inside for Pat Crocklin and
Sunday gridiron action into a
aid pitcher Rich Polack.
Both teams are anxious about taking the
John Friday. You may not
clearer
focus. To abandon the
hortstop Odie Koehnke revealed that the
field on Friday. It has been an endless off- practice now would be
always see it in the boxscore. team is talented enough to win another 28 inseason and the players are more than ready nothing more than shortbut
Haithcock
keep
a -ro . bu it i not their chief concern.
at getting back to what they do best.
sighted- -liter a 11 y
and
contributing in hi own quiet
Outfielder Jose Soto said another streak
A UCF. that usually result in a victory.
figuratively.

W. Florida UCF's first foe

"a '.

~ entertainment and feature supplement of~he Central Florida Rrture

ltJser Ii ht ·

/eqves trail
of brillance ··
Th v 11) ~C HLENKER
1

i!•Y

Thursday. l'cb. 8, the John Young Planetarium will
nremier its latest "Cosm.tc Concert." The music of
southern-rock group, Lynyrd $kynyrd will be featured in
the all new show. Bpe.cial p~otography, lighting effects,
and brand new laser imagery are mixed and choreograph·
ed live to such classics as HGimme Three Steps," "What's
Your Name/ fSw.eetHofue .Alabama," and "Freebird,"
all from compact laser disc.
Prese:q,Vt~ ~,t:bese laser,spectaculars is no easy chore.
Orlando't§tienee Center1 s Grant Foster is assistant producetQfstfle. s~9~. ln a personal interview, this
ge~~~r!~~: ~t~fpq; me a full, uncomplicated explanation of

.:··

ser images can
tterns are
a let, where it is
that the beam must follow.
g the laser by hand. This method
generator, a panel of controls that allow for
ovement of the beam as to the desire of the worker.
The dome itself is considered a simple, geometric plane
that is divided into four quadrants and is seperated by an
X and Y axis. Each beam has three "modes of oscillation
with seperate controls for frequency and amptitude."
Translated, that simply means that each beam can be projected on the screen in three different sizes at the same
time. They are sin wave shaped, obtained by the equal
timing Of he shape
ions known as ' 'frequency matching. ' The sharp figures ar produced by the unequal
timing of the seperate oscilla ions.
The system has many "cool" features according to
Foster. The words laser lum.ie, flash keys, colormod, and
dif 1
• n grating were introd ced into my vocabulary.
through a shower curThe laser lumie irojec'ts the
tain door, making the
ima e have a "lava-lamp" effect. Flash keys are a set of four piano like keys that can
mold the image to suit the music. To use these keys, you
have to have a very good feel for the music, Foster explained. The colormod is am auto break-up with multiple
colors. Diffraction grating breaks the beam into an array
of images. These terms sum-up my knowledg" ,....+ '- L ~
technical end of Cosmic Concerts. r '""Pr li'oster did
warn not to try this process at home.
TheScienceCenter warns that the concerts are "quite
loud . They stress leaving small children at home. Rock
' n' Roll is what the concerts feature, yet there is a very
big possibility that they will feature classical and jazz in
the summer. As for l~ter this season, featured artists will

l·
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Movie message agitates emotions Ca1 ndar
Movie
HY

Do \.\ ITTEK 1 o
1

I'm giving Light of Da \' a

nigh recommendation, but at

the same time, I'll tell you
that I did not like it.
The film stars Michael J.
Fox (Back to the Future,
Family Ties), Gene Rowlands
(A
Woman Under the
Influence, Gloria) and Joan
Jett in her film debut. The
action centers around Patti
Rasnik (Jett) and her brother
Joe (Fox) and let me tell you,
these are people who have
seen hard times.
Patti and Joe live together
with Patti's illegitimate son
Benji. Patti has always kept
the identity of the child's
father secret, and this has
caused a major split between
her and her mother
(Rowlands).
This is quite a strain on Joe,
who besides working in a
pressed metal plant during
the day and at night playing
lead
guitar
in
the
"Barbusters," also plays
media tor to his mother and
sister while acting as a
substitute father to Benji.
Along with all this trouble
and sorrow however, there is

Photo by T.ri-Star Pictures
Michael J. Fox plays Joe Rasnick, a blue-collar worker with
.greams of becoming a musician.

•

madness
one bright light f r Patti and
Joe: their music.
Patti i the lead inger for
the "Barbuster " and mu ic
is her whole life. "Mu ic i all
that matters," she says. "One
hour on stage make up for
the other 23."

•.JUSTUS AQUATIC CENTER
The Just.us Aquatic C nter is now
taking registrations for it spring
programs. All l vle of wimming,
diving, gymnasLics, synchroniz d
swimming and water polo ar offered. Times and rates var . Call
345-0505 for mor informaLion.

Director and writer Paul
Schrader calls Light of Day
''a heartland American film
about American families and
the birth of the individual;
basically a grassroots story in
the American tradition of
family drama, set against a
backdrop of rock and roll.''

•
LEU
BOTANICAL
GARDENS
Leu Botanical Gardens will be offering a class entitled, "Introduction to Ikebana" on Feb. 7 from
3:15 to 4:15 p.m. Classes held in
the Garden Cottage. Jkebana is
the art of Japanese Flow r Ar·
ranging. This art symboliz s
simplicity in line, color and mas .
Cost for member is $ 4 and non
member cost is $6. Registration is
required. For information call
849-26'20.

With the help of fine acting
from all of the characters,
Schrader's dramatic style of
directing makes Light of Day
a truly disturbing film. You
may not like what it has to
say, but you will definitely
feel you have benefited from
the listening.

• ORLANDO MUSEUM OF
ART
The Orlando Museum of Art currently has an "Our Museum' ' ex·
hibition which is a tribute to the
young at art. The works are by
Orange County students in
grades 4·8 and Seminole County
fifth graders. The exhibition con·
Linues through Feb. 15 and is
open to the public free of charge.
Gallery hours ar 10-5 Tue .
Lhrough Fri. and noon·5 Sat. and
un. For informaLion call
896-4231.

Being a film about rock and
roll, the music should be at
least be good. In this case it is
excellent. Look out for the
film's theme, "Light of Day,"
written by Bruce
Springsteen and performed
by the "Barbusters" - to be
climbing the Top 40 charts
within a few weeks of release.
Light of Day is rated
"PG-13' for adult situations
and language. It opens in
Orlando tommorow.

The Central Florida Future
Movie Meter:

'*'*'*'*
Counterlife 's contradictions prop.el novel
.

Photo by Tri-Star Pictures

BY
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Philip Roth's latest novel The
(Farar Straus Giroux,
$18.95) explores again the character
a than Zuckerman, and the tragedies of
life that are the trademarks of
Zuckerman and Roth. Heart attacks and
ex are the source of life and motivation
in Counterlife.
In the first few pages Zuckerman s
brother, Henry, has the choice between
open-heart surger and never having sex
again for the rest of his life. But not only
sex, Henry craves, lives for,oral sex with
hi dental assistant. HeDIJ 's wife of
course knowing nothing, delivers a
powerful eulogy explaining that Henry
could not face their relationship without
ex.
This is Roth: twisting ob e ion into
tories of borderline oap opera tragicomedy. There is omething u eful in his
explorations that is uncommon o
other' works. Roth's descriptions of the
misery are the det.ailed insigh of an
Cou nterlife

outsider, the novelist Zuckerman,
understanding and coping in an
unemotional, more analytical manner.
The warped stories of loss, struggle,
and self-redemption that populate the
novel are not only kept light by
Zuckerman 's incredible over-analytical
abilities, but because he spends much of
the no el recalling Henry with his own
special light we can examine the
novelist's skills. along with his
relationship with Henry. Zuckerman is,
in a way, using Roth s story and
characters for his own writings.
The Counterlife is filled with
characters facing the contradictions of
life while attempting to decide on their
futures. They have control, they think,
Zuckerman knows, their destinies. But
the turmoil of inner indecision the daily
dealings of one's commitments versus
the being the free-spirit of one's dreams
propels each character into sometimes
bizarre situations and places.
From an Israeli Kibbutz to the office
of a Jewish dentist in ewark. Roth and

Zuckerman mingle with the desperate
people: Henry; his mistress, Maria, who
marries out of her family's wishes; and
Lippmann, the Jew who is very much a
Roth Jew.
Philip Roth has been writing his
stories of adolescent obsessions since
his first hysterical novels of Jewish
angst, Portnoy 's Complaint, and
Goodbye, Columbus. Both, as with all
the succeeding Zuckerman stories, deal
with people either submitting, or
refusing to compromise. In The
Counterlife Roth continues with the
characters having to deal in a not so
perfect world when they seek perfection
in their private worlds and dreams and
desires.
Roth, and Zuckerman, and all their
characters create ideal visions then
destroy themselves in nearly hopeless,
though they would never admit it,
attempts to satisfy their cravings. The
Counterlife deals with everyday
problems in the extreme. This, Roth s
specialty, is for our entertainment, and
for we hope, his too.

Lr

•BO TON UNIVER
udition. will b held in Wint r
Park for mu icians int r t d in
attending Lhe Boston Univ r it.·
School of Music or the 19 7 ummer eason of the Bo ton Univeril. Tanglewood In, ti tut on
Feb. 27 from 3:30-6 p .m. at the
Winter Park High chool, 211
Cummerfield Road. For an appointment call 647-2691.

Joe, on the other hand,
cares about his family as well.
He plays the role of family
peacemaker, but comes up
short. In the end only a major
tragedy brings this unhappy
family back together.

Patti and Joe Rasnick (Joan Jett and Michael J. Fox) are a sister and brother whose
refuge from small-town, blue-collar life is playing in a band for extra money .

d \I
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• CIVIC THF:ATRE
Cur.,<' u( the Starl'in~ ('Ioli .\ , one
of .a long line of brilliant and
macabre excursions inlo Sam
Shepard 's personal view of
America, will be produced by the
Civic Theat re·s mini-series
F'eh.6-15 in t ht· Tupp ·rware An·
1wx al the Civic Theatre complex
in Loch Haven Park. Performance
datl's are Feh . 6.7.H.l'?..1:1.14. and
J!). All perforrna.nces are at H p.m.
Tickets are$!) and can he reserv·
ed by calling H96-n65.

•

ORLANDO

SCIENCE

CENT~R

Opening Feh . 6. th<' .John Young
Planetarium's n<•w Cosmic on·
cert will feature dassic hits from
the group Ly n~ · rd Sk.v nyrd , all
I r o 111 c n 111 p a c 1 1a s <' r d i s k .
"1howt im •s for t IH' Lvnvrd
Skvnvrd showre ~)and I 0 l•;ri. ~ml
~ai . ~ight s through F •h. ·~x.
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Management Positions. Available
The Central Florida Future is now accepting applications
for the positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager. The
deadline for applications is February 25.

Business Manager

Editor in Chief
Duties: Overall responsibility for editorial and
financial operations of twice-weekly campus
newspaper. Determines editorial content and
policies, appoints and supervises staff of student
writers and editors. Oversees newspaper's business
manager and business department and serves as a
member of the university's Board of Publications.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum 2.0
grade point average, be at least a second-semester
freshll)an and be at least a part-time student. In addition, candida~es must have successfully completed courses in reporting, editing and communications law or be able to demonstrate ability in these .
areas.

Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of twice-weekly campus newspaper, including
advertising, budget preparation, purchasing and
circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production as well as a staff of student salespersons.
Responsible to newspaper's editor in chief and
serves as a member of the university's Board of
Publications.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum 2.0
grade point average, be at least a second-semester
freshman and be at least a part-time student. In addition, applicants must show their experience
and/or academic achievement in business management.

Applications: Applications are available in The Central Florida Future's editorial and business
offices, phone .275-2865 for information. Applicants will be expected to give a presentation to the
staff of the newspaper and the university's Board of Publications .

.

SUNDAY
FEBRUARY8
9PM
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HOW ASTUDENT WHO COULDN'T
LEARN TAUGHT EVERYONE

UCF Pageant
Misguided

AN IMPORTANT LESSON,

BY ALAIN LEVI

A university, I had thought
too naively, was a refuge for
the open and enlightened, the
forward-thinkers, the shakers
then movers - the last
bastion of intelligent thought
and refres bing ideas,
standing
alone
and
underfunded in a cold, cruel
. world of apathy, ignorance,
and
bull-headeded
righteousness.

Column A
Then I went to the Miss
UCF Scholarship Pageant.
Eyes wide open and hopeful
I knew, just knew deep down
that I would
somewhere,
meet the woman of my
dreams - intelligent and able
to discuss Kierkegarde
without the slightest
prompting or handholding
through
the
twisted
intricacies of Germanic
philosophy.
Then came the swimsuit
competition.
Was I being naive?
Certainly not. That word
"scholarship " assured me
that the entire affair would be
a modest and upright
celebration of integrity,
propriety, and intelligence the winner being the woman
on campus not only the most
deserving of an academic
scholarship, but certainly
representative of the wide
spectrum of knowledge
available on our campus.
I marveled at the vitality of
their brains onstage - the
way the bathing suits
highlighted the wisdom and
perseverance that their
twenty-odd
years
of
scholastic endeavor had so
curvaceously formed.
In a moment. of warped
hallucination I actually
pictured Ayn Rand or Karl
Marx similarly onstage
strutting their sleek and
tanned bodies in tight one·
piece outfits while an
announcer listed their
accomplishments
and
contributions to twentieth
century thought.
Am I being unfair? Should I
question the doings of young
and innocent ladies who strut
their "scholarship" onstage
in swimwear? Is this what
twenty years of equal rights
protest and legislation has
produced?

A FRESH IDEA FOR UNBEATABLE HOMESTYLE FOODS, GENEROUS
SIZED PORTIONS, FANTASTIC FAJfTAS, MARVELOUS MARGARITAS
AND A CASUAL COME-AS-YOU-ARE ATMOSPHERE!

NOW

OPEN

303 S. SEMQRAN BLVD.

(NexttoUniversityPlaza)

OPEN 11 a.m. - 12 a.m. Sunday - Thursday
11 a.m. - 1 a.m. Friday & Saturday

HAPPY HOUR DAILY: 11 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.'
2 FOR 1 DRAFT AND COCKTAILS

When your family
is closing you in,

music maybe
the only way out.

It· s as though 1968 never
happened. Universities,
which were once I was led to
believe, hotbeds of radical
and enlightened politics, have
transformed into deserts of
non-commitment.
Could I be the first to
realize the irony of a
university run beauty
pageant? An equivalent could
be rushing merit scholars
on tage to have the audience
and judges pass opinions on
their abilitie to play the
cello. be amiable and glide
along st.age in a t a-piece o
EE

OL
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STAKfS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6 AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU
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OW OPE
UNIVERSITY PARK
PLAZA

679-2121
545 Semoran Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
32792
Any regular priced
I
I
ALBUM, CASSETTE,
I

.......-----------------$1.00
OFF!

IMPORT or CD

I
I

$7 .99 AND UP!

------------------~

• UVS system
• Tans without Burning
• Won't dry your skin

the delight of uptight
freshman. W asn ·t this the
same stage on which Lht:
Jewish writer Issac Bashevis
Singer, only last year,
accepted an honorary degree?
How would eighty-two year
LAS~R

FRO I PAGE l

Probably be Genesis, Phil
Collins, Van Halen and
others. The shows change
monthly.

old I sac look in tight ?
The
eupl- •· ni m
" cholar ~hip" mak.1..
the
entire event onl· more
laughable. \ ho i · fooled?
Does someone out there
believe that this is a
competition of academic or
civic worthiness? Or, to be
blun . would someone with

little charm, a lo ina
per onalit. , and an arrogant
manner ha ·e a chan e in
.
.
?
vnnmng
..

The premiere show is
sponsored by \VDIZ. The cost
is S2 per person, and if you
wear a WD IZ t-shirt, you will
receive two free pas es to a
future Cosmic Concert.
Showtimes are 9 and 10 p.m.

with an 11 p.m. feature of the
previous month's show on
Friday's and Saturda s. The
Planetarium invi e all UCF
tudents to join them for
their fun, frolic, and 'cosmic
festivities.

Something other han
academic worth is being
measured
and for a
uni •ersity this can only be
sad.

• Safer than the Sun
• Won't age your skin
• Registered with the FDA

r-----------------------~-,

I
I
II
I

5 VISIT SPECIAL
only $19.95 (Reg. $32.50)

First of your five visit special...FREE with this coupon
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

678·7773

I
I
II

GOLDENROD GROVES I

L_E!P~~!.E!l~-1:~~!..'!~~~!.!!~!~~~~J

BEAT THE CLOCK
MONDAY
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 eoc DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS
·, 1·2 50¢ DRINKS

TUESDAY
SINK·OR·SWIM

50 cent DRINKS
FROM 8 TO 10

WEDNESDAY
LADIES NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES·
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
.
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

THURSDAY
LIP·SYNC

COME AND SEE THE AREA'S
ALL-STAR LIP-SYNC ARTISTS.

FRIDAY MIAMI
VICI PARTY ·
WATCH THE SHOW·ON
WIDE SCREEN T.V.I
CONTESTS, PRIZES
8t T-SHIRTS

SATURDAY NIGHT·
THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY
NO COVER
CHARGE

U.C.F. STUDENT 1 /2 PRICE ENTRANCE
MON. - THURS. WITH l.D.
The First And Only European Video Disco Multiplex
In The State Of Florida

OFF THE WALL
4892 S. Orange Blossom Tr., Orlando, FL 32809
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IT'S THAT ·TIME . OF YEAR : AGAIN!
THE
ORIENTATION STAFF Is LooKING FOR U.C.F.'s
BEST AND BRIGHTEST STUDENTS TO STAFF THE

I

1987 0-TEAM.

I

PREREQUISfTES:

I
I
I

-Letter of Recommendation
-2.5 G.P.A. Overall
-36 Credit Hours, with a Minimum of 12 Hours at U.C.F.

The Orientation TeCm is a Group of Students
who Believe in U.C.F. and Want to Introduce
Freshmen and Transfer Students to COLLEGE LIFEI

I

I
I

WHATS-IN._ IT FOR YOU:

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
~
~.

*LIFETIME FRIENDSHIPS
*LEADERSHIP
*SATISFACTION OF HELPING OTHERS
*VALUABLE CONTACTS
*EXTENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM

wANT . TO LEARN MORE

IF y OU
WHAT

0-TEAM

ABOUT

IS:

COME TO THE GENERAL
.INFORMATION MEETING:
FEBRUARY 12 & 13 AT
IN THE S.C.A.
~==-::::~==-==··

3:00

Applications Will Be Given Out At That Ti,me.
.

:
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WHAT IT IS:

I

I
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Boy eats own foot: ot er predic io s
D ZACH

delivery available
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Kiss BALLOONS
9438 E. Colonial Dr. 273-0655
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~

I le M VIDEO
The Complete Home Video Store

UCF Students, facuity
& Staff
~·

Just show us your l.D.

. 11796 E. COLONIAL DR.

Banana
Talk
don't sent us any overdue
library books.
On with some bold
predictions for 1987. These
are predictions that you can
securely wager large amounts
of cold, hard cash on.
1. The New York Giants will
win the Superbowl XXI by
oh, let's say 19 points. (Hey,
we swear this column was
supposed to be printed last
month!)
2. A major tidal wave will
strike Iowa, wiping out the
corn crop for this year.
3. Joan Rivers will undergo
extensive surgery to increase
her mouth size from fifty to

SEE TALK PAGE '

P1lN1.\_)J1.\ POSISTIONS
.J1.\f I{··~·--~ AVAILABLE

1 YEAR FREE MEMBERSHIP

~

ow that '·e·ve got your
attention, we'd like to pass
along a few of our predictions
for this new year. "'e realize
we're running a month
behind, buy hey, aren't we
all?
But first let· s get some
unfinished business out of the
way. Our newly acquired
address for Reader Mail is:
Banana Talk, c'o Rob H., P.O.
Box 4535, Winter Park, FL
32793. Once again, Reader
Mail will be a special monthly
column showcasing the best
letters we receive. So send us
questions, jokes, flattery, old
tax forms, blank checks, nude
photos, whatever is lying
around the house. (Except
lazy husbands) Please
remember that anything (and
· we do mean anything) sent to
us can not be returned. So

e ·ent ·-fh e of her b d · ize.
-1. Phil Donahue, in a
hocking career mo ·e. will
quit hi
talk sho · to
repre ent the U. . boxing
t am in the 19
01. ·mpic .
5. Pre ident Reagan \ill
re\'eal that all of last •e r ·
andal were instigated by
his evil twin.
6.
hirle , IacLaine will
claim that in one of her
previous lives she played an
important pat in the Civil
War, since she once was a
squirrel that ran up Abraham
Lincoln's leg.
7. Michael Jackson will make
his long-awaited album
comeback by releasing a
surprise style change: Heavy
Metal. This album introduces
his new back-up band, Iron
Maiden, as well as his new
stage name: Maiden Michael.

~ Alafaya Village Shopping Center
@@@ 273a4570

We are looking for high spirited, enthusiastic people who enjoy
working outdoors in the Florida Sunshine. We will train you to
promote Panama Jack Suncare and Sunwear products while
war.king in Central Florida's finest resorts. Gain valuable experience in the field of public relations while earning an excellent income. Again, we are looking for people who enjoy
the outdoors!! If this soulds like something you would be interested in, please contact our Resort Pool Management office
at 345·8944 AFTER HOURS 849·7871.

• • • •
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BOOST ALCOHOL CONSCIOUSNESS CONCERNING THE HEALTH OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

W elcontes You To
The University Qf
Central Florida
Welcome to the University of Central
Florda ... and midterms, finals, football
games, and last but not least FUN!
Socializing makes up an important
part of your college experience, where
no one can study 24 hours a day. The
pressure at times can be tremendous wait until you have two finals on
Thursday of exam week and you will
understand exactly what we mean.
Parties are a great way to relax and
meet other students. Parties usually
involve drinking alcohol which can be
good or bad depending on how you use
it. For students of legal age, drinking
can be pleasant part of good times
pent with good friends. Unfortunately, though, some people sometimes
make drinking too big a part of the occasion and then the good times aren't
o good.
Deciding for yourself whether or not
ou want to drink at all or only on
p ifi o casions is your responsibili ·
ty. This is what we call responsible
drinking decision-making.

However, not everyone makes those
kinds ·Of drinking decisions. Alcohol
abuse is a serious problem. One way to
help stop these problems is to start
promoting responsible decisions about
the use or nonuse of beverage alcohol.
That's where BACCHUS comes in.
Members of BACCHUS don't look
down on those who drink and don't
criticize those who choose not to drink.
We believe that alcoholic beverages,
when enjoyed in a responsible manner
by mature adults, can be a good thing.
We also recognize that for religious,
dietary, or other equally valid reasons,
many choose not to drink at all.
BACCHUS members - drinkers and
nondrinkers alike - join to promote
responsible decisions about the use
and nonuse of beverage alcohol among
themselves, their friends, and their
community. Here are a few helpful
hints that can make alcohol a pleasant
part of your college experience:
• always set a limit on how much you
are going to drink and stick to it.
• use alcohol as an adjunct to an activity rather than the primary focus.
• respect a person who chooses not to
drink.

• always provide alternative nonalcoholic drinks at your parties.
• make sti.re that alcohol is used
carefully in connection with other
drugs.
• seek help if you think you have a
drinking problem.
• always serve food with alcohol,
especially high protein foods like
cheeses and meats which rapidly ab·
sorb alcohol.
• if you know you've had too much to
drink let someone else do the driving.
If you are interested in joining BACCHUS or would like some additional
information, call or stop by the Campus Drug and Alcohol Center, located
in the Health Center Room 155, or call
281-5841.

BACCHUS
BOOST
ALCOHOL
CONCIOUSNESS
CONCERNING
THE
HEALTH
OF UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS

BACCHUS meets every 1st, 2nd
and 3rd Monday of each month
in the S.O.L. at 4:00 P.M.
WELCOME ALL!
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home crying.
10. And who, you say, who
will finally tie the knot? Well,
8. On the fashion front, bell- none other than Pee-Wee
bottoms and tie-dyed leisure Herman and Wendy 0.
suits will sweep the natioI!, Williams! That's right, they
resulting in a sudden re- will be the latest fun-loving
emergence of McCrory 's couple. Says Pee-Wee: I just
stores everywhere.
have a fetish for electrical
9. The nation's new number tape!"
one hit show will be a blend of , So, there you have it!
two already obviously Guarenteed predictions for
wonderful shows, and will be this new year. See you next
called the "Alf-Cagney-Lacey wee, we gotta go check the
hour." Bill Cosby will be sent mail box!

...ClC-C}/i

..!!ace,

fine lingerie and gift items
Unique and Affordable Lingerie
10% Off to UCF students with this ad
Goldenrod Groves

4270 Aloma Ave., Suite 116
Winter Park, FL 32789

678-8893

-

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
representation free of charge to
.qualified students. , Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information
or an appointment.

rence

What

Compare the Leading Edge Model "0" ® to the IBM PC oo and you'll find some
not-so-trivial differences.
For example, while the Leading Edge Model "D" comes complete with a highresolution monochrome monitor, Hercules ® compatible monochrome graphics
and color graphics outputs, parallel and serial ports, a dual-speed 8088-2
microprocesor and word processing software with Spelling Correction, the
IBM PC doesn't. Not even one.
The Leading Edge Model "D" comes with a 15-month warranty and free
technical support.
Finally, a fully configured dual drive Model "D" is priced at only $1295,
while a very unadorned IBM PC costs hundreds more. Our 20MB fixed-disk
version priced at $1695 is closer to half the price of their XT. And we offer a
30MB version at Sl 895.

2760

NORTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
P.O. BOX 1888 KISSIMMEE, FLORIDA 32742

(305) 933-0066

BRING STUDENT I.D. FOR 10% OFF!
Leading Edge and Logo and Model "D" are registered trademarks of Leading Edge products, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of
International Business Machines Corp, Hercules is a registered trademark of Hercules Computer Technology, Inc. © Leading Edge 1986

Problems with?

Need?

Landlords?

A Will?

Insurance?

Name Change?

Contracts?

Uncontested Dissolution?

"'

Police?

CATERING POSITIONS
We have part-time positions available in our catering department for our large catered events. Applicants must be available
at least 3 days per week for any hours.
Responsibilities include waiting on guests, set-up and cleaning of tables , and some kitchen work.
We offer a starting wage of $4.50 per hour as well as educational assistance after 6 months of employment.
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Offer
Expires

2/28/87

THE MAACO SUPREME Paint Service
REG. $349.95

NOW

$299.95

• Ctiemical Cleaning • Thorough Surface Sanding
• Machine Sanding Most Chips and Scratches
• Prime and Block Sand Feathered Areas as Required
• Full Coat of Primer Sealer • Refinish with
Durability Plus Catalyzed Ename • Apply integrated
Polyurethane Clear Coal of Gloss • Oven Ba ed Finish

FREE ESTIMATES
EXPERT BODYWORK
COLLISION REPAIR
SPOTWORK

753 N. Hwy. 17-92
8/ 10 Mi. N. of 434
before Goodyear

699-5920

THIS JUST MIGHT BE THE OPPORTUNITY THAT WILL
FIT YOUR PERSONAL LIFESTYLE . . . . PERFECTLY!!!

Apply at Sea World Employment Center
Monday thru Friday
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Sen WOr~d~.
7007 Sea World Drive
Orlando, FL 32821
Equal Opportunity Employer
I
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